In recent years, a variety of research fields, including finance, have begun to place great emphasis on machine learning techniques because they exhibit broad abilities to simulate more complicated problems. In contrast to the traditional linear regression scheme that is usually used to describe the relationship between the stock forward return and company characteristics, the field of finance has experienced the rapid development of tree-based algorithms and neural network paradigms when illustrating complex stock dynamics. These nonlinear methods have proved to be effective in predicting stock prices and selecting stocks that can outperform the general market. This article implements and evaluates the robustness of the random forest (RF) model in the context of the stock selection strategy. The model is trained for stocks in the Chinese stock market, and two types of feature spaces, fundamental/technical feature space and pure momentum feature space, are adopted to forecast the price trend in the long run and the short run, respectively. It is evidenced that both feature paradigms have led to remarkable excess returns during the past five out-of-sample period years, with the Sharpe ratios calculated to be 2.75 and 5 for the portfolio net value of the multi-factor space strategy and momentum space strategy, respectively. Although the excess return has weakened in recent years with respect to the multi-factor strategy, our findings point to a less efficient market that is far from equilibrium.
Introduction
The investigation of the primary drivers regarding stock returns has been of great interest for many decades. As seen in the classical financial theories, such as CAPM and various multivariate models French, 1993, 2015) , stock returns are attributed to the underlying fundamentals, including systematic risk, market cap, book to market ratio, etc., in a linear manner. The corresponding linear regression scheme, combined with the extensively developed factors covering various technical and fundamental aspects (Zhu et al., 2011) , constitutes the primary workhorse for financial modelling in the academic and industry sectors. It is, however, uncertain whether the market is linear and whether the return is linearly regressible or purely the result of market anomalies (Zhu et al., 2012) . The recent boom in machine learning techniques offers an alternative paradigm for illustrating the relationships between the stock price forward process and its relevant company features, thereby providing a higher degree of model diversification compared to traditional approaches. It is proved that by using powerful model classes, such as artificial neural networks (ANN) (Khashei and Bijari, 2010; Alberg and Lipton, 2017; Belciug and Sandita, 2017) , decision trees (DT) (Sorensen et al., 2000; Andriyashin et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2011 Zhu et al., , 2012 , deep neural networks (DNN) (Chong et al., 2017) , gradient-boosted trees (GBDT), random forests (RF) (Krauss et al., 2017) , etc., the classification and prediction efficiency of stocks are significantly enhanced.
Generally, stock selection plays an important role in portfolio management. In contrast to the academic study where there is greater emphasis on the predictions of stock returns (Enke and Thawornwong, 2005; Khashei and Bijari, 2010; Hassan et al., 2007; Guresen et al., 2011; Jia et al., 2012; Ticknor, 2013; Babu and Reddy, 2014; Rather et al., 2015) , investment managers focus primarily on the screening and categorization of stocks that can outperform the market cross-sectional median. The stock selection criteria, nevertheless, are complex and by no means comply with scientific standards. However, newly developed advanced algorithms, such as deep neural nets and tree-based models, have shed light on stock selection efficiency compared to the conventional factor weighted ranking system, thus leading to remarkable trading performance. A brief literature review is given below. Andriyashin et al. (2008) applied decision trees to a ternary classification of stocks in DAX constituents by training the model on both the fundamental and technical variables. They achieved an annual return of 25.55% and a Sharpe of 1.59 in their weekly based stock selection strategy, thus notably outperforming the general market. Similar tree-based models were also employed (Sorensen et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2012) to investigate the stock classification efficiency based on different feature spaces, where the decision tree framework was claimed to be superior to the linear weighting approach in providing risk-diversified portfolios and in illustrating higher-order relationships between stock returns and underlying variables. Krauss et al. (2017) employed three state-of-the-art machine learning techniques, including DNN, GBDT and RF, as well as a combination of the three, referred to as ensembles, to the S&P 500 constituent stocks. A binary classification of stocks based on a one-day-forward excess return was predicted when the corresponding model was trained on the momentum feature space. When the trading strategy was executed in the context of statistical arbitrage, a 0.23% and 0.25% out-of-sample daily return for the RF and the equal-weighted ensemble model, respectively, was produced. Their empirical findings were promising, indicating that a sustainable profit opportunity in the short run is exploitable by means of machine learning, even in the case of a mature market.
Although there exists a vast volume of literature on the forecasting of the stock dynamics via machine learning, few articles illustrate the structural relationship between stock selection and its underlying factors with the aid of machine learning, especially in the case of emerging markets. While the Chinese stock market has been developed for decades, how the relevant fundamental and technical features relate to stock returns is rarely understood. Thus, it is of great value to establish such a framework for systematic investigation. To make predictions on stocks that belong to the first class, we employ random forest, which is understood as an uncorrelated decision tree ensemble that gives rise to a probability matrix for the classification of a sample. The model is trained on the fundamental/technical feature space and a pure momentum feature space, with the stocks accordingly being classified by long-term and short-term excess return, respectively. The trading strategy is implemented in a rolled training and trading scheme, which is detailed in the following sections. The influence of the number of trees in RF, the number of sample classes, the length of the training period and the length of the rolling period on out-of-sample performances is carefully tested, and the resultant trading performances derived from fundamental/ technical feature space and momentum feature space are compared. Our aim is to properly connect the short-term and long-term excess returns with the appropriate feature space and exploit the profit opportunity in different time scales within an emerging market. The employed machine learning algorithm helps financial practitioners to improve their stock selection efficiency and, accordingly, bridge the gap between the complex stock pricing mechanism and portfolio management.
The paper is organized as follows. The second section is dedicated to the data sources and software used in the simulations. This is then followed by the methodology in which the rolled training and the trading scheme as well as the two types of feature spaces are explained in detail. Section 4 presents the results and discusses the main findings of our study, and a conclusion then brings the paper to an end.
Calculation

Data
Our study covers all listed firms on the Chinese stock market, while the CSI 500 index is selected to be the benchmark, as it reflects the overall performance of small-mid cap A-shares and tends to exhibit less industry bias. The stock data are acquired on a daily basis from the Wind financial database, which contains price, volume, and fundamentals for listed companies. The stocks that are traded in less than one year are eliminated to avoid the stock premium period shortly after the IPO.
Software
Preprocessing and data handling are conducted using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, UNITED STATES), which provides a multiparadigm numerical computing environment. The RF model is implemented in the context of scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) , which is a Python module that integrates a wide range of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms for medium-scale supervised and unsupervised problems. The communication between MATLAB and scikit-learn is achieved via the python API within the MATLAB framework.
Methodology
The data sets are divided into a number of training parts and trading parts on a rolling basis, and the out-of-sample trading period covers February 8, 2013 to August 8, 2017. Features are generated for the respective training periods to capture the characteristics of stocks, whereas the RF model is deployed to train the training data sets in accordance with a certain classification criterion and to make predictions in the subsequent trading period.
Rolled training and trading scheme
The nearly five-year out-of-sample trading period is split into 20 trading sub-periods, with each consisting of 60 trading days (approximately three months). In this way, every trading sub-period is nonoverlapping. Each corresponding training data set prior to the trading sub-period contains 252 trading days (approximately one year), where the RF model is applied to train the sample based on the classification as denoted to each stock. Herein, we prefer a classification instead of a regression problem, as the literature suggests that the former performs better than the latter in predicting financial market data (Leung et al., 2000; Enke and Thawornwong, 2005) . In the training data set, stocks are divided into N classes based on the forward excess returns of each stock. The trained RF model is then used in the subsequent trading period to predict the probability for each stock that belongs to the first class, i.e., the category with the largest excess return, where the first 20 stocks with the highest probability are selected at each stock ranking date. The selected stocks constituting the portfolio are held for a certain period, and the portfolio constituents are then renewed based on the new probability ranking. All back-tests performed and discussed bear a transaction cost preset of 0.16%.
We design two types of feature spaces to examine the profitability of stock selection in the Chinese market using a factor modal framework, where those fundamental and technical factors likely to result in longterm excess returns and a pure momentum feature space with different time lags are both considered. A 20 trading-day holding period is assigned to the fundamental/technical feature space trading strategy, and a holding period of two trading days is assigned for the momentum feature space strategy.
Feature space generation
For each training period, we generate the feature space (input) and the response variable (output) as follows.
Input: For the model with fundamental/technical feature space, the input is a u Â v matrix, where u is the sample number and is calculated as the total number of tradable stocks multiplied by the number of trading days in the training period, and v is the number of fundamental/technical features. For the model with momentum feature space, the input is also a u Â v matrix similar to the matrix described above, where u is the number of samples and v denotes the number of momentum features. More details of fundamental/technical features and momentum features are described in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.
Output: Let P S ¼ ðP s t Þ t2T denote the close price process of stock s, with sεf1; 2;…;ng. At time t, the forward return of each stock R s t;m and the CSI index R I t;m over the subsequent m holding days can then be calculated. The excess return ER S ¼ ðER s t Þ t2T is the difference between the stock return and the index return, as described in the equation. Finally, we equally split all stocks ranked with excess returns in descending order into N classes, which are the outputs of the training model.
(1)
3.2.1. Fundamental and technical feature space The two most common methods of stock valuation are known as fundamental and technical analyses. Fundamentalists consider that stock price would converge in the long run based on its underlying company characteristics, whereas technical analysts are prone to make predictions on stock trends via price and volume indicators, as they maintain that all information is already reflected in the price of a security. Both methods are widely used in the finance industry and separately capture different pricing mechanisms of the stock market. In this article, we design our proprietary fundamental and technical factors as related to the stock future return, and factor importance is examined in the framework of random forest.
It is well known that stock returns are related to company fundamentals in a variety of ways. Numerous literatures have interpreted stock cross-sectional returns in terms of a univariate or multivariate linear model, where the forward return is believed to be driven by book to price ratio (Brennan et a, 1997) , market cap (Fama and French, 1993) , earnings to price ratio (Basu, 1983) , profitability, investment (Fama and French, 2015) , etc. Meanwhile, many alternative nonlinear models, such as decision trees, artificial neural networks and random forest models, are deployed to illustrate the structural relationship.
The fundamental features used in the model training are listed in Table 1 . These features are claimed to have considerable effects on stock price predictions in several markets, as evidenced in the references presented in Table 1 . However, their effectiveness in emerging markets, such as the Chinese market, has not been systematically tested. Thus, we employ these factors to construct the fundamental feature space, which is further combined with the technical feature space to explore the classification efficiency of stocks in the Chinese market. With respect to the technical feature space, we design the proprietary technical factors that may influence the price dynamics in the preset holding period. All features are built upon the data of price, volume and turnover (calculated as the ratio of daily volume to tradable shares), and appropriate time lags are considered to be consistent with the length of the stock holding period. More details can be found in Table 2 .
Note that the movavg and movstd in Table 2 are the average and standard deviation of a time series, respectively, over the past m trading days. Furthermore, all designed factors are systematically examined for their correlations with the stock forward returns, and they are able, to some extent, to establish a sensible stock classification. Further details of examinations of individual factors are not included in this article. Rather, the structural relationship between the stock selection and all the designed factors is explored in the framework of RF.
Momentum feature space
In previous investigations, the effect of price momentum with respect to stock returns has been extensively studied (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993; Carhart, 1997; Hou et al., 2011; Moskowitz et al., 2012) . Meanwhile, it is widely considered as one of the major factors leading to sensible stock classification and trading strategies. Recently, more advanced algorithms (Takeuchi and Lee, 2013; Krauss et al., 2017) , such as deep neural networks, gradient boosted decision trees and random forests, are applied to enhance the strategy performance by intricately reconstructing the momentum feature space, thus significantly improving the corresponding annualized return, as seen in the literature (Krauss et al., 2017) . Herein, we follow the design in Krauss et al. (2017) by building the momentum space as in Eq. (4). where m 2 ff1; …; 20g[f40; 60; …; 240gg. Different time lags are considered with distinct resolutions, thus accounting for the price process in the former one trading year. We first focus on the stock return of the last 20 days, then switch to the preceding 11 months. In all, 31 features are generated in the momentum space, and we specifically test the classification efficiency of the Chinese stock market in the short forward period, which is assigned to be two trading days in this article, by means of the RF model.
Random forest model
We construct our random forest model by following the conventional approach given in Breiman (2001) . No modification is made to the algorithm, as it is believed that the original RF can have enough capacity to handle large number of variables in datasets and give rise to unbiased estimate for real world classification problems (Ahmad et al., 2018) , including finance.
In principle, the random forest consists of many deep but uncorrelated decision trees built upon different samples of the data (Breiman, 2001) . The process of constructing a random forest is simple. For each decision tree, we first randomly generate a subset as a sample from the original dataset. Then, we grow a decision tree with this sample to its maximum depth of J RF . Meanwhile, m RF features used on each split are selected at random from p features. After repeating the procedure numerous times with the original dataset, n RF decision trees are generated. The final output is an ensemble of all decision trees, and the classification is conducted via a majority vote. The computational complexity Table 1 Fundamental features. All factors are acquired from the Wind database. Some factors, such as EP, BP, ROE, etc., are strongly correlated with the average stock returns in mature stock markets, as indicated in the listed references therein, while others are believed to have significant explanatory power in practical stock investment.
Factors
Name Description EP (Basu, 1983) The ratio of earnings to price Determine whether shares are correctly valued in relation to one another BP (Brennan et al., 1997) The ratio of book to price Used to compare a company's current market value to its book value SP
The ratio of sales to price Used to determine the value of a stock relative to its past business performance Net profits yoy
The growth rate of net profits year on year Used to estimate the company's business prospect Business income yoy
The growth rate of business income year on year Used to estimate the company's growth and development capabilities ROA
The return on assets Reflects by percentage how profitable a company's assets are in generating revenue ROE (Chen et al., 2011)
The return on equity Used to measure how well a company uses investments to generate earnings growth Market cap (Fama and French, 1993) Market capitalization calculated as price times shares outstanding
Reflects how much money is raised and the size of listed companies vol10/vol20, vol10/vol40, vol10/vol60, vol20/vol40, vol20/vol60, vol40/vol60 Refers to a rate of acceleration of a stock's volume and can be used to help identify trend lines of volume movavgðvolume; m1Þ movavgðvolume; m2Þ m1 2 f10; 10; 10; 20; 20; 40g m2 2 f20; 40; 60; 40; 60; 60g volatility_10, volatility_20, volatility_40, volatility_60, volatility_120 Refers to the volatility over the past m trading days as calculated by the standard deviation of daily returns can be simply estimated as Oðn RF ðp *n ins *logn ins ÞÞ, where n ins represents the number of instances in the training datasets. Three parameters must be tuned to check the robustness of the RF on classification, i.e., the number of trees n RF , the maximum depth J RF and the number of features m RF of each split. We set the maximum depth J RF to be unlimited so that the nodes are expanded until all leaves are pure or until all leaves contain less than two samples. Regarding the feature subsampling, we typically choose m RF ¼ √p (James et al., 2013) . The influence of the number of trees on the classification accuracy and the out-of-sample performance is then systematically investigated.
Several extensions can be made to the current RF algorithm, such as the combined random forest-neural network machine , and the RF promoted multi-label learning machine (Yangming and Guoping, 2018; Chen et al., 2018) . These methods are attractive in giving rise to broader model diversification, and could be used to further enhance our stock selection efficiency in the future.
Results and discussions
Dependence of strategy performance on model parameters
To inspect the classification effectiveness of the RF model on the Chinese stock market and the validity of the strategy in exploiting excess return, we carefully test the degree to which the strategy performance relies on modal parameters. The portfolio net asset value (NV) and hedged NV (note that the hedged NV is calculated using the accumulated excess return) are extracted depending on different tree numbers, sample class numbers, training period and rolling period. The annual return, maximal drawdown (MDD), Sharpe ratio, Sortino ratio and Calmar ratio are calculated for the NV portfolio, and the mean out-of-bag (oob) score (Breiman, 1996 (Breiman, , 2001 , as computed by the mean value of the oob score for each in-sample training, is used to evaluate the training accuracy. It is important to note that the parameter dependency analysis is performed by varying one parameter, while others remain constant in the following four sub-sections.
The number of trees
From Fig. 1(a) and (b), it is observed that the impact of tree number is significant, as both the NV portfolio and the hedged NV exhibit very different profiles due to different tree numbers. The portfolio reveals outstanding profitability in the market oscillating period, such as the time between 2013 and 2014 and the year after 2016. During the bull and bear market periods approximately 2015, the strategy exhibits a systematic rise and drawdown by following the index trend. The corresponding hedged NV profile illustrates a deteriorated excess return during the bullish and bearish periods and a steady excess profit in the market oscillating period, thus demonstrating a consistent outperformance compared to the general market. Fig. 1(c) indicates that the portfolios give rise to remarkable annual returns that range from 50% to 100%, with similar maximal drawdowns that are irrespective of the tree number. The Sharpe ratio can reach 2.75 when the tree number is set to be 60, and similarly, the Sortino and Calmar ratio can also find their maxima. As seen in Fig. 1(d) , the insample oob score exhibits a steady increase with the tree number, while the trend levels off as the tree number approaches 120. It is further noted that larger tree numbers lead to higher accuracy for the in-sample training, but by no means do they imply a better out-of-sample strategy performance.
The number of sample classes
As evidenced in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , the out-of-sample performance portfolio and the hedged NV deteriorate with the increased sample class number, especially for the years 2016 and 2017, where larger numbers of sample classes lead to diminished excess returns. The estimators, namely, annual return, Sharpe, Sortino and Calmar, of the NV portfolio, which are presented in Fig. 2(c) , demonstrate a similar declining trend with the sample class number, as revealed in the NV profiles. The in-sample oob score decreases with the sample class number as well, suggesting a less accurate classification of stocks when the class number increases.
The training period
The training period is important in the strategy design since it determines how many samples should be considered in training the model to be used for prediction in the subsequent trading period. Fig. 3(a) , (b) and (c) indicate the strategy with different training periods can have notable annual returns and Sharpe, with consistent excess returns throughout the out-of-sample period. Training periods that are too short or too long produce a decreased outperformance, suggesting that a suitable training period length is required for the model to create an efficient stock classification within a certain period of time. A training period of 125 days reaches a Sharpe of 2.25 and an annual return of 84.96% in the strategy performance. The oob score, however, is almost indistinguishable among the different training periods, demonstrating a stabilized classification accuracy with respect to the number of training samples.
The rolling period
The rolling period represents the frequency by which we renew the model and indicates the length of time the model can be effective for predictions in the following period. As presented in Fig. 4 , by setting the rolling period from 20 to 80 trading days, the portfolio NV and hedged NV are nearly unaffected regarding this parameter, This also holds for the NV estimators and the oob score.
Analysis of feature importance
The fundamental/technical feature space could lead to satisfactory classification efficiency and produce a steady strategy outperformance for a 20-day holding period. It is, therefore, interesting to analyse the feature relevance and explanatory power of stock classification. Fig. 5 presents the feature weight distribution for the 40 proprietarily designed factors, where the variable importance is determined by computing the relative influence of each variable, i.e., by assessing whether a particular variable is used during splitting when growing trees and by determining the degree to which the loss function improves as a result, on average, across all trees. We extract feature importance from every training data set and depict the average feature importance distribution within Fig. 5 , which reveals that the modal parameters in the relevant training and trading scheme are properly set to guarantee a reliable outperformance.
It is evident that the market capitalization is the most prominent factor as it exhibits a weight approaching 0.04. The three fundamental factors, i.e., EP, BP and SP, demonstrate relatively higher importance in determining the stock forward direction. Regarding the technical factors, namely, turnover_240, volatility_120 and std (volume_120), they give rise to elevated weights compared to short-term correspondents, probably suggesting that a long-term price volume process characteristic would mainly account for the long-term excess return in the future. Our findings imply there is a significant relationship between the long-run profit and fundamental/technical factors that could be valuable in creating sensible strategies.
Performance comparison between multi-factor space and momentum space
From the analyses in the preceding sections, it is evident that by using the 40 fundamental/technical factors, long-term excess return is extractable in the Chinese stock market. As presented in Fig. 6 , a steady outperformance for the multi-factor space strategy over the past five years is observed. By employing the parameters provided in Table 3 , the annual return of the portfolio NV can reach 101.21%, while the MDD is calculated to be 46.51%, which is attributed to the systematic drawdown in 2015. Furthermore, the Sharpe ratio of the strategy is remarkable in that it approaches 2.75, whereas the mean oob score is approximately 0.7, which demonstrates satisfactory accuracy for the in-sample classification.
As described in Krauss et al. (2017) , by designing a completely different feature space, such as a momentum series, profit and efficient classifications of stocks are expectable even in a mature market. Hence, it is appealing to employ a similar feature space to examine the strategy profitability in the emerging market. We follow the feature space paradigm in Krauss et al. (2017) by generating a price momentum series with different time lags in the preceding trading year. The strategy is implemented based on a two-day holding period, using the same modal parameters as in the multi-factor space strategy. The resultant portfolio NV and hedged NV performances are exhibited in Fig. 6 . Compared to the multi-factor space strategy, the momentum space strategy exhibits an even more prominent outperformance, especially during the market oscillating period. The portfolio annual return reaches 185.56%, while the MDD is comparable with that of the multi-factor strategy. A Sharpe ratio of 5 is achieved, indicating that significant excess returns with diminished volatility are exploitable in the short forward period. The mean oob score, however, is relatively small in the momentum space strategy, pointing to reduced accuracy in in-sample trainings. The fact that the in-sample classification in terms of momentum series features is less efficient contradicts the enhanced out-of-sample strategy performance, implying a possible over-fit in the case of the multi-factor space strategy.
Performance comparison between different machine learning methods
In order to test the feasibility for profit exploitation with other learning machines, we conduct data sets training and probability forecasting by using Logistic Regression (LR), Deep Neural Network (DNN) and RF, respectively. The DNN machine is set up by following the design in Krauss et al. (2017) , where a feedforward architecture is used with all neuron layers being fully connected. A 4-layers topology, I-H1-H2-O, is constructed, with the corresponding number of neurons to be 40-40-20-5 in each layer. The 40 neurons within the input layer matches the 40 fundamental/technical features, while the number of neurons in the first hidden layer is set to be the same as that in the input. The subsequent layer follows a dimensionality reduction principle, where the number of neurons is reduced by half. The output layer corresponds to the five-fold classification space. The training set loss function minimization is performed via stochastic gradient descent in a backpropagation manner, with the learning rate and the maximal training epochs set to be 0.002 and 2000 respectively. All DNN relevant computations are carried out in the context of TORCH. The design of a LR machine is relatively simple compared to DNN, and can therefore be seen as a performance benchmark. The five-fold probit function is linearly regressed on the input variables in a multinomial manner (Engel, 1988) , by setting the L2 regularization term to be 0.5. All LR relevant computations are done in the framework of scikit-learn.
All the AI models mentioned above are employed to predict the outof-sample performance between February 8, 2013 to August 8, 2017 based on a rolled training and trading scheme, with the respective training and trading periods being specifically designed. The portfolio constitutes 20 stocks which are selected from the entire market according to the highest predicted probability as described in section 3.1. The 40 fundamental/technical features are prescribed as the input space, and the holding time is set to be 20-day. Relevant statistics of the resultant out-ofsample performances from different machines is exhibited in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , all learning machines can generate considerable outperformance compared to the general market, where DNN, LR and RF possess 0.2%, 0.12% and 0.18% mean returns per day respectively. The tstatistics extracted from daily return time series gives rise to significant values, demonstrating a statistically meaningful deviation from a zero mean return. In contrast to the general market, the machine learning assisted strategy performances exhibit slightly larger but still negative skewness, which is dissimilar from those reported in Krauss et al. (2017) . The reason can be tentatively attributed to the effect of different markets and holding time scales. The 5-percent VaR and maximal drawdown of the three machines are comparable to those of the general market, showing that the portfolio might be exposed to systematic risk in 2015.
The Calmar ratios for the three machines, however, are substantially higher than that of general market, suggesting exploitable excess returns via these machine assisted strategies. In regard to the performance comparison between different machines, DNN and RF give rise to comparable daily return statistics, showing strong evidence for profit attainability. The strategy performance for LR is relatively weakened, probably indicating an inefficiency for linear classification in such a market context. Note that the DNN performance can possibly be improved subject to further optimizations of the neural net structure.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a stock selection strategy based on the random forest model and implement it in the Chinese stock market from February 8, 2013 to August 8, 2017. The model is trained by means of the decorrelated decision tree ensemble, and the stock classification is performed via the predicted probability matrix. The strategy conducts stock selection according to the probability ranking for stocks that belong to the first class, where the first 20 stocks with the highest probabilities are selected and held for a certain period of time until the next stock ranking date. The out-of-sample performance is extracted based on a rolled training and trading scheme, where the overall trading period is split into many trading sub-periods, and in each sub-period the RF model trained from the former training dataset is used for prediction. The resultant portfolio, NV, that originated from our fundamental/technical feature space exhibits extraordinary outperformance after transaction costs, compared to the chosen index benchmark, whereas the hedged profile, calculated as the accumulated excess return, reveals a steady growth of profit over the past five years. Although the tuning of modal parameters, such as the tree number, sample class number, length of training period and length of rolling period, would modify the out-ofsample performance to some extent, the strategy effectiveness in this market is guaranteed and the profit is exploitable throughout the testing period. Hence, we summarize that the methodology we employ is reliable and that the machine learning algorithm used here has good capacity of generalization when creating economically sensible stock classifications. Furthermore, the performance of the multi-factor space strategy deteriorates in the most recent year, regardless of the modal parameters, probably due to the popularization of the machine learning techniques or the inadaptability of a long holding period to a more mature market. This detailed reason, however, is subject to further research.
Our factor weight distribution analysis illustrates a structural relationship between the long run excess return and the relevant fundamental/technical feature space. The designed factors are more or less related to the classification, and some fundamentals and long-term technical factors are found to significantly drive the stock price dynamics. Our findings are consistent with the experience in practical stock investment that long-term profit is more relevant to the fundamentals and long-term technical features, thereby proving that the machine learning model can be economically explained.
By comparing the performances between the multi-factor and momentum space strategies, profit opportunities in different time scales are explored. It is interesting to note that the momentum feature space gives rise to even more significant outperformance than does the multi-factor space, demonstrating a larger profitability in the short time scale. In the case of multi-factor space, we see other learning machines, such as DNN, can also generate similar strategy performances as RF does, indicating that such a strategy framework might be suitable for a broad range of learning machine family. These observations suggest that machine learning assists in pattern discovery on the basis of daily data and is probably helpful for quantitative traders in building profitable strategies. Further works and forthcoming papers can be dedicated to the more valuable feature spaces and to the development of novel machine learning algorithms for stock selection strategies on a daily frequency.
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